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QUESTION 1

Scenario: 

A Citrix Architect identifies a fault in the Active Directory design for CGE\\'s existing XenApp environments. Group Policy
Objects (GPOs) from OUs across the Active Directory apply when end users log on to XenApp applications, creating
undesirable end-user experiences. The architect determines that CGE needs full control over which GPOs apply in the
new environment. 

How should the architect ensure full control over which Citrix policies are applied? 

A. Configure the Citrix policies in the GPOs. 

B. Create one Citrix Policy for each region. 

C. Create Citrix policies filtered by end users and Delivery Groups. 

D. Create Citrix policies and filter settings based on Client Name. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Why does using SysLog help the company comply with its security policy? 

A. Because it is a centralized, industry-standard log that is easily queried 

B. Because it password-protects the audit logs for added security 

C. Because it uses a standard TCP port 

D. Because it collects logs from multiple devices 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: The company needs to ensure that the provisioning traffic does NOT interfere with the existing PXE solution.
The Provisioning Services servers will be connected to a 10 Gbps network. 

How do multi-homed Provisioning Services servers help the company secure streaming traffic? 

A. Multiple NICs separate disk and user data traffic 

B. Multiple NICs enable disk data traffic to be encrypted with IPsec 

C. Multiple NICs allow the necessary TCP offload settings to be configured on the streaming NIC. 

D. Multiple NICs provide multiple IP addresses that can be dedicated to streaming traffic. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

The Radiology group requires that changes on the virtual desktops be retained. Which configuration should the architect
specify for the XenDesktop infrastructure? 

A. Provisioning Services with cache on server persistent 

B. Provisioning Services with cache on server 

C. Provisioning Services with Personal vDisk (PvD) 

D. Provisioning Services with standard image mode 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

How should the resource pools be designed to host the server workloads and virtual desktops by ensuring availability? 

A. Resource pools of a maximum of 16 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of
the server workloads should be backed up on a daily basis and third-party backup solutions should be implemented for
the desktops. 

B. Resource pools of a maximum of 32 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of
the server workloads should be on a storage repository to provide XenMotion and high availability capabilities. The
virtual disks of the server workloads should be backed up on a daily basis. 

C. Resource pools of a maximum of 16 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of all
workloads should be on a shared storage repository to provide XenMotion and high availability capabilities.
Furthermore, the virtual machine meta information and data should be replicated to the failover site by the new storage
solution. 

D. Resource pools of a maximum of 32 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of
the server workloads should be on a shared storage repository to provide XenMotion and high availability capabilities.
Furthermore, the virtual machine meta information and data should be copied by a backup function. 

Correct Answer: C 
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